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EZ Spa 
Product Description  

Seating: 4 - 5 People with bench & bucket seats 
Dimensions*: 78″ x 68″ x 32” / 198 x 173 x 81 
cm 
Spa Volume: 180 Gallons / 681 Litres 

Dry Weight: 275 lbs. / 125 kg 

Stainless Jets: 16 

Electrical**: 120V 15amp / 240V 30/50 amp 

Heating**: 1kw / 4kw 

  

Controls: Digital 

Pump(s): 2.0 HPR 

LED Lit Air Controls: Included 

Filtration:  Easy Kleen Convex 2 

Insulation: Foam Barrier 

Super Seal Cover: Weather Shield 

 

Perfect For Families or Entertainment 

The EZ Spa model is one of the best options for larger families and those who enjoy entertaining. This 

spa features two large seats in two of the corners with a bench seat on the opposite side. This spa has 

enough room to easily fit four-five people comfortably. 

With a Syncrylic™ unibody construction that is virtually indestructible, this energy efficient model 

comes with Weather Shield Super Seal Cover, patented Easy Kleen/Convex2 filtration — all the 

benefits of a luxury spa at a fraction of the price. This all-inclusive, easy to install, lightweight design 

makes the EZL SPA perfect for lounging and entertaining.  

Easy to Control 

While other spas can come with an instructional booklet that is as large as a dictionary, nearly anyone 

can learn how to use this spa in a few short minutes. The digital Balboa controls let you adjust the 

heat of the water based on your needs. Turn the pump from low to high to increase the therapy action 

that comes from the 16 stainless steel jets. 

Experience a truly unique pressure-controlled massage in the EZ Spa  5-person spa with patented 

comfort back water stream contoured channels and 16 stainless steel massage jets. The water 

fountain with adjustable flow creates the perfect ambiance for your soak, and the durable, lightweight 

spa comes in seven colour combinations of Syncrylic™ diamond body colours with complementary 

textured panels available in brick or wicker. 

With a Syncrylic™ unibody construction that is virtually indestructible, this energy efficient model 

comes with Weather Shield Super Seal Cover, patented Easy Kleen/Convex2 

filtration — all the benefits of a luxury spa at a fraction of the price. This all-inclusive, easy to install, 

lightweight design makes the EZ SPA perfect for family and entertaining. 
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